Multiple imputation results

Supplemental figure 1 Prevalence difference in poor health from 1978 (reference) to 2004 for men from model A (age adjusted), model B (plus adjustment for socio-economic characteristics) and model C (plus adjustment for employment status).

Supplemental figure 2 Prevalence difference in poor health from 1978 (reference) to 2004 for men from model A (age adjusted), model B (plus adjustment for socio-economic characteristics) and model C (plus adjustment for employment status).
Supplemental figure 3. Results (on logs odds scale) from multilevel model for men treating year as a random intercept. Estimated annual difference compared to average of all years (0). For comparison to main results red line indicates 1978. Panel A is model A (adjusted for age only), panel B is model B (plus adjustment for socio-economic characteristics), panel C is model C (plus adjustment for employment status), panel D is model C plus allowing employment status to vary across years.
Supplemental figure 4. Results (on logs odds scale) from multilevel models for women treating year as a random intercept. Estimated annual difference compared to average of all years (0). For comparison to main results red line indicates 1978. Panel A is model A (adjusted for age only), panel B is model B (plus adjustment for socio-economic characteristics), panel C is model C (plus adjustment for employment status), panel D is model C plus allowing employment status to vary across years.